
invoice number

invoice date

contact

mhldesigns • 38837 camelot way, avon, ohio 44011 • 440.785.7911 • megan@mhldesigns.com

#0883
02/26/22 
Heidi Smith
heidi@magnolia-marketing.com
330-618-8891

Please make checks payable to MHLDesigns. Mail to 38837 Camelot Way, Avon OH 44011.  
This invoice is due upon receipt. To avoid any late fee charges, please foward your payment as 
soon as possible. 

client   

02/08/22  Reprogramming & Creating Web page form in Hubspot for RSVP WHISKEY  $20
02/08/22  Password werecover2022   hubspot tech call $10
02/2022 Path True Word Doc   
COVER DESIGN $20, INSIDE COVER $20, QUOTE PAGE $20 = only $50 TOTAL APPROVED by Heidi  $50
02/09/22 Hubspot tech call  they helped me fix the header on password page $12
02/10  REVISED WHiskey, they cahnged date for 3rd time now from March 10- March 24  $12
02/11 3 Word Doc Blogs
Acetone Blog #1   1 page formatted  $20
Acetone Blog #2  1 page formatted  $20
Acetone Blog #3   2 pages formatted $20
02/14/22 Bill Doc with QR code applied  $20
change his email to W from B revised the brochure re-uploaded to Simplebooklet
Created a NEW landing page for Bills flipbook $12
02/15  New acetone image for media post $12
02/15 RAPID + TCT EVENT  $12
02/17/22 adjust canna date on RSVP page $12
02/17/22 CANNA EPD ADD ON print page resize to 1200 x 900 $20
02/17-24/22 CANNA MANUAL COVER DESIGN   $25 + $10 plus changes V2+  $35   
CANNA MANUAL FOOTER DESIGN APPLIED to 150 page word doc  $20
02/23/22 revised graphic content on 3 emails with new copy revised send out test emails 3 x $10 = $30
02/24/22 GOLD BAR with CANNA icons recereated with 45 lbs  $10
02/24/22 QUOTE Page background re adjusted and tables in word adjusted $20 
02/24/22 QUOTE-PathTrue™ Cart-Mounted  Solvent Recycle  $20
02/24/22 QUOTE-PathTrue™ Benchtop Solvent Recycler  $20
02/24/22 QUOTE-PathTrue™ Formalin Recycler  $20
02/24/22 QUOTE-PathTrue™ FormaSolve™ Recycler  $20

Magnolia Marketing CBG Biotech Design Work from Feb 3 -26, 2022 • 22 days

PREVIOUS INVOICES FOUND AT
https://www.magnolia-marketing.com/mhl

  -$600

 $565
Feb 7 PAID + $200
 Feb 9  PAID + $50

 Feb 16 PAID +  $150
 Feb 25  PAID +  $200

  -$600
$25 credit towards  

this new invoice

$447
$422

 

 

  

00/00/2022 
 

#QUO-22-0052 
 

CU001210 
FINANCIAL SERVICES, 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
dewarcl@ucmail.uc.edu 
United States 
 

Cindy Dewar 
UC Health Dermatology 
231 Alber Sabin Way Room 2158 
Cincinnati, OH 45267  
United States 
 

EXPIRES CONTACT SALES REP TERMS INCOTERM SHIP VIA 
02/27/22 dhamlin@cbgbiotech.com Dave J Hamlin Net 30 days FOB Solon  

 
 

QUANITY  UOM  ITEM #  DESCRIPTION  PRICE  AMOUNT  
1  EA PathTrue 2.5G MSLV-100 

Rev 1.0.   
Unit Warranty - 12 
Months 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PathTrue 2.5G MSLV 100 
Solvent: Xylene, Alcohol, 
F-83 

$17,445.00 $17,445.00 

 

Subtotal $17,445.00 
Discount Total ($1,500.00) 
Tax Total $0.00 
Shipping Cost $795.00 

Total $16,740.00 
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Use of Acetone in Composite Cleaning 
Acetone is a potent chemical solvent that is frequently used to 
clean, degrease, strip lacquers, waxes, resins and paints.   For this 
reason, Acetone is commonly used in varied industrial applications. 

In composite applications, Acetone will dissolve and remove epoxy, 
polyester and vinyl ester resin from tools, brushes and surfaces.   
Acetone will effectively remove wax and grease for surface 
preparation prior to bonding. 

Acetone possesses strong characteristics for use in composite 
cleaning applications such as: 

Powerful:  Acetone is a strong cleaning solvent; one which cuts through grease, 
waxes, resins and other residuals that can clog machinery or molds.  Acetone 
breaks down these residuals, making clean-up of machinery and molds quick 
and simple.  

Evaporation:  In general, Acetone will evaporate from surfaces quickly.   This 
is important, as this characteristic enables the solvent to dry quickly, thereby 
avoiding pooling or damage to machinery and molds, which can be caused by 
prolonged exposure.

Common use:  Acetone is used in such household 
products as nail polish remover.  While Acetone is 
defined as a hazardous solvent, it is often less toxic 
when compared with other stripping solvents, such 
as MEK.

After use in a composite manufacturer’s cleaning 
application, the Acetone will absorb and contain 
dissolved waste.  Therefore, the Acetone/waste 
solution needs to be disposed of, which can be 

time consuming and expensive.   To combat this time/cost equation, composite 
manufacturers have production options, such as recycling equipment and 
solvent recovery.  

Further, of issue, due to COVID-19 demands coupled with supply chain 
challenges, many solvents, including Acetone, have experienced shortages and 
cost increases.   Thus, it is incumbent upon composite manufacturers to find 
methods to re-generate Acetone through recycling and recovery, enabling you to 
reuse it and “Become your Own Solvent Supplier™.”

CBG Biotech is a manufacturer of SolvTrue™ Production Recycling Equipment 
built to recover Acetone and other solvents.   Please contact us at  
www.cbgbiotech.com/SolvTrue

SolvTrue™

Industrial Solvent Recyclers

Acetone Recovery in Composite 
Cleaning Applications 
Acetone is a durable solvent often used in composite cleaning 
applications.  Because Acetone possesses strong dissolution 
characteristics, it can absorb relatively high concentrations 
of epoxy, polyester and vinyl ester in composite cleaning 
applications. 

Eventually, the Acetone will become saturated with this epoxy, 
polyester and vinyl ester waste.   Once saturated, the Acetone 
will need to be disposed of typically by being (incinerated) and 
then replenished (purchased).   Both disposal and acquisition 
expend the resources of a composite manufacturer. 

What many composite manufacturers often do not know is 
that their Acetone can effectively be recycled, recovered and 
reused.  In part, this is attributable to the flexibility of Acetone 
as a solvent, in addition to Acetone not forming an azeotrope at 
ambient temperatures.  

Distillation is one method a composite manufacturer can use to recycle, recover 
and reuse their Acetone.  Through phase conversion of your Acetone from liquid 
to vapor and back to liquid again, this process separates your Acetone from the 
epoxy, polyester and/or vinyl ester (wastes), leaving these residuals behind as 
waste.  What is recovered is your valuable Acetone, which in turn can be reused.  
An effective method to perform this production action is through the use of a 
production recycler; one which can be positioned and outfitted to support your 
operational work cells and production objectives.

Through use of a SolvTrue™ production recycler, you “become your own solvent 
supplierTM,” thereby recovering your Acetone and your resources as well.   Simply 
load your Acetone waste solution and bag, close the tank lid, hit the button and 
recover your Acetone.   The SolvTrue equipment does the work for you and your 
team.  

CBG Biotech is a manufacturer of SolvTrue Production Recycling equipment and 
other solvents.  Please contact us at www.cbgbiotech.com/SolvTrue

SolvTrue™

Industrial Solvent Recyclers
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Composites, Acetone &  
Sustainable Operational Practices 
When working with composites, the development of sustainable operational 
practices is becoming increasingly important.  The need to develop sustainable 
operational practices has become more significant, in part due to supply chain 
challenges, increasing labor costs and decreasing labor availability.  

After forming composites, clean up and maintenance is often required.  This can be 
a time consuming process; one which absent of attention can be costly and dent 
productivity. 

To enhance operational effective-
ness, composite manufacturers 
need to challenge assumptions 
and traditional methods.  One 
strong opportunity for composite 
manufacturers to develop a sus-
tainable operational practice is 
to adopt a production solvent re-
cycling solution.   This capability 
enables a composite manufactur-
er to “Become Your Own Solvent 
Supplier™.”  

A solvent recycling and recovery 
solution will positively impact: 

Sustainability: Significantly less 
waste is generated and your 
Acetone is recovered. Generally, 
residual waste is not incinerated, 
thereby reducing emissions and 
providing for generally cleaner air.  
This also positively impacts your 
generatorstatus rating with the US 
EPA. 

SolvTrue™

Industrial Solvent Recyclers
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SolvTrue™

Industrial Solvent Recyclers

Solvent Recycling & 
Recovery 

STEP 
1

Composites, Acetone and Sustainable Operational Practices    

Use of Solvent in 
Application

Solvent After Use in 
Application

Solvent  Replenishment 
After Use in Application

STEP 
1

STEP 
2

STEP 
3

Safety:  Fundamentally, your facility will physically move your Acetone (solvents) 
less creating safe work practices; your production recycler can be set up to 
support your work centers.

Economics:  When you adopt a production recycling solution, you will generally 
recover >90% of your beginning solvent volumes.  This means 90% less front end 
purchase costs and 90% less waste disposal costs.  These recovered resources go 
directly to your bottom line.  

Production recycling and recovery is an important element for composite 
manufacturers to develop sustainable operational practices.   We encourage you 
to look at our production recycling solutions at www.cbgbiotech.com/solvtrue  to 
“Become Your Own Solvent Supplier™”   

  
Automation/Convenience:   

AFTER

Automation/Convenience: 

BEFORE  

 

 $565BALANCE BEFORE CHARGES
PAID  from last INVOICE

TOTAL NEW CHARGES NEW 

BALANCE  2. 26.22

https://www.magnolia-marketing.com/mhl

